**Drilling Down.** Special equipment requires special knowledge, maintenance, and skills to get results. Your insurance is just as specialized.

Did you know we automatically insure your entire drill string from a down-hole loss?

*AssuredPartners* designed NGWA insurance to cover your drill string which ordinary insurance commonly excludes.

Did you know that losing a hole (even BIG holes) before completion is now insurable?

*AssuredPartners* knows losing a hole can ruin a business. And, we have your (affordable) solution.

Did you know that often many big expensive rigs and equipment are mistakenly *not* covered?

*It shocks us too.* *AssuredPartners* can find and fix this coverage gap for your company.

**Heavy Responsibility.** Powerful equipment makes good and bad things happen fast. Your work comp *should be* just as powerful as your BIG tools.

Did you know most business owners feel helpless when it comes to navigating the work comp system?

*AssuredPartners* believes knowledge is power. Let us empower you to make the most of your work comp, come what may.

Do you know how to operate your work comp policy correctly?

*We do.* And we teach our clients how to use it better no matter where they are.

Did you know you have options?

*AssuredPartners* is licensed in all 50 states and is ready to serve you!
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Learn More

assuredpartners.com/NGWA
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